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Nielsen DMA
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Question

Response

State the average number of hours of Core Programming per week broadcast by the station on its main program

3.0

stream
State the average number of hours per week of free over-the-air digital video programming broadcast by the

504.0

station on other than its main program stream
State the average number of hours per week of Core Programming broadcast by the station on other than its

14.0

main program stream. See 47 C.F.R. Section 73.671:
Does the Licensee provide information identifying each Core Program aired on its station, including an indication

Yes

of the target child audience, to publishers of program guides as required by 47 C.F.R. Section 73.673?
Does the Licensee certify that at least 50% of the Core Programming counted toward meeting the additional
programming guideline (applied to free video programming aired on other than the main Yes No program
stream) did not consist of program episodes that had already aired within the previous seven days either on the
station's main program stream or on another of the station's free digital program streams?

Yes

Digital Core
Programs(29)

Digital Core Program (1
of 29)

Response

Program Title

Recipe Rehab (WTVY)

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Saturday 9:00a-9:30a

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at

13

regularly scheduled time
Total times aired
Number of Preemptions

0

Number of Preemptions
for other than Breaking
News
Number of Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

13 years to 16 years

Audience
Describe the educational

Familes submit their favorite high calorie, family stule recipes, and two chefs face off in a head

and informational

to head competition to give the recipes a low calorie twist. After making each rehabbed recipe

objective of the program

in their own kitchen, the family chooses their new favorite. This recipe makeover chanllenge

and how it meets the

promotes using healthy, wholesome ingredients and show healthy food choices can have

definition of Core

positive effects on quality of life.

Programming.
Does the Licensee identify

Yes

the program by displaying
throughout the program
the symbol E/I?

Digital Core
Program (2 of
29)

Response

Program Title

Jamie Olivers 15 Minute Meals (WTVY)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 9:30a-10:00a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times
aired
Number of
Preemptions

0

Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

Best known for his Emmy Award winning telvision program "Jamie Oliver's Food Revolution:, Jamie Oliver

educational

is one of the world's favorite celebrity chefs who also aspires to teach the world to cook. Jameie's core

and

belief is that simply cooking for oneself using fresh ingredients is the easiest way to maintain a balanced

informational

diet, and to this aim, he has perfected a delicious collection of healthy recipes that can be prepared in no

objective of

time. The dishes Jamie cooks in his new show 15 Minute meals are fast, fun and most all all flavorful. In his

the program

signature and enterining style, Jamie makes these meals for viewers in real time, offering hints, tricks and

and how it

lots of nutritional info along the way. Jamie Oliver's 15 Mintue meals will isnpire cooks fo all ages and levels

meets the

to try new things and get in the kitchen to create something magical.

definition of
Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Core
Program (3 of
29)

Response

Program Title

All In With Laila Ali (WTVY)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 10:00a-10:30a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times

26

aired
Number of
Preemptions

0

Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of

2

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

9 years to 11 years

Child
Audience
Describe the

The purpose of this series is to introduce viewers aged 9-11 to the period leading up to, during and

educational

immediately following the American Revolution. Each episode focuses on placing historical events and

and

pivotal figures within an age appropriate context that provides young people with an exciting opportunity to

informational

experience this period of history through the eyes of a similar demographic. The programs also include

objective of

interstitial segments that provide facts in both a newscast and game format, reinforcing the topic of the

the program

episode. This program is specifically designed to further the educational and informational needs of

and how it

children, has educating and informing children as a significant purpose, and otherwise meets the definition

meets the

of Core Programming as specified in the Commission's rules.

definition of
Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Core
Program (4
of 29)

Response

Program Title

Laura McKenzie's Traveler (GTVY/WTVY4.2)

Origination

Syndicated

Days/Times

Saturday 9:30a-10:00a (filler)

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

1

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times
aired
Number of
Preemptions

0

Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

Laura McKenzie's Traveler would be an invaluable addition to the core programming element of any

educational

broadcast network. This in-depth high definition travel show offers entertaining, safe, educational and

and

information programming appropriate for general audiences of all ages, including children under the age of

informational

16. Laura McKenzie's Traveler provides an educational journey to significant destinations around the world.

objective of

Children are being engaged and inspired as they see the value in exploring rich new cultures and heritages.

the program

This is a television program that educates and inspires with several educational components built into the

and how it

fabric of the program that would qualify it as an effective and an engaging teaching aid for use in the home,

meets the

classroom and or social context and environment, arts and entertainment, types of government, interviews

definition of

with political leaders, current modes of transportation, indigenous foods and drink, culinary options,

Core

architecture, currency, national customs, national languages, trivia and travel tips. Thus furthers the

Programming.

educational and informational needs of children between 13 and 16.

Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Core Program (5
of 29)

Response

Program Title

The Outdoorsman with Buck McNeely (WRGX/WTVY4.4)

Origination

Syndicated

Days/Times Program

Saturday 5:00p-5:30p; Sunday 5:00p-5:30p

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at

22

regularly scheduled time
Total times aired

12

Number of Preemptions

0

Number of Preemptions
for other than Breaking
News
Number of Preemptions

0

Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

13 years to 16 years

Audience

Describe the educational

This program is a family-oriented blend of international and domestic adventures combined

and informational

with important environmental and conservation issues. The Outdoorsman focuses on the role

objective of the program

that sportsmen play in overall game management programs. The program serves the

and how it meets the

educational needs of teens 13-16 years old by teaching them about ethics, respect for nature,

definition of Core

and promoting an active, outdoor lifestyle.

Programming.
Does the Licensee identify

No

the program by displaying
throughout the program
the symbol E/I?

Digital Core Program (6 of 29)

Response

Program Title

Wild America (WRGX/WTVY4.4)

Origination

Syndicated

Days/Times Program Regularly

Saturday 8:00a-8:30a (filler)

Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly

1

scheduled time
Total times aired
Number of Preemptions

0

Number of Preemptions for
other than Breaking News
Number of Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience

13 years to 16 years

Describe the educational and

The key educational objective of the program is to familiarize children with the animals of

informational objective of the

the North American continent, their interaction with other animals and their environment.

program and how it meets the

Throughout the series emphasis will be placed on protecting endangered species and the

definition of Core Programming.

impact that humans have while interacting in their environment.

Does the Licensee identify the

Yes

program by displaying
throughout the program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core
Program (7 of
29)

Response

Program Title

Rescue Heroes (ETVY/WTVY4.3)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 7:00a-7:30a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times
aired at
regularly
scheduled time

13

Total times
aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

6 years to 11 years

Child Audience
Describe the

Rescue Heroes is designed to serve the education and information needs of children ages 6-11. Each

educational

week the Rescue Heroes are called into action to mobilize themselves in any part of the globe to protect

and

the world from natural and man-made disasters. Each half hour is comprised of two 11 minutes episodes.

informational

Social and emotional character stories are embedded in the stories using action and humor to convey

objective of the

messages of keeping an open mind, asking for help, facing your fears, persistence pays off,

program and

preparedness, procedure, training and teamwork. At the end of each episode the Rescue Heroes

how it meets

reinforce various safety tips, and information relating to the educational message portrayed in the story.

the definition of
Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout the
program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core Program
(8 of 29)

Response

Program Title

Chat Room (ETVY/WTVY4.3)

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Saturday 12:00p-12:30p

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at

11

regularly scheduled
time
Total times aired

13

Number of

2

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions for other
than Breaking News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled

2

Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

13 years to 16 years

Audience
Describe the

Chat Room presents an opportunity for teenagers to listen to honest dialogue from relatable

educational and

teenagers. With so many difficult issues facing teens everyday, Chat Room is a great opportunity

informational

for teens to think ahead and be prepared for challenging ethical situations as they arise.

objective of the

Additionally, whether parents watch with or without their teens, this show allows parents to have a

program and how it

window into the sensitive issues teens face. Chat Room is an excellent resource for increased

meets the definition

insight for teens and parents alike.

of Core Programming.
Does the Licensee

Yes

identify the program
by displaying
throughout the
program the symbol E
/I?

Digital Preemption Programs #1
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Chat Room (ETVY/WTVY4.3)

List date and time rescheduled

Sunday 10/6/13 10:00a-10:30a

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

No

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted
Episode #

Saturday 10/5/13 12:00p-12:30p

Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Preemption Programs #2
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Chat Room (ETVY/WTVY4.3)

List date and time rescheduled

Saturday 10/19/13 2:30p-3:00p

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

No

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted
Episode #

Saturday 10/19/13 12:00p-12:30p

Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Core
Program (9
of 29)

Response

Program Title

On The Spot (ETVY/WTVY4.3)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 12:30p-1:00p

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

11

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times

13

aired
Number of

2

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of

2

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

On The Spot adopts a modified question and answer format familiar to broadcast network viewers, including

educational

the targeted age. The questions fall under curriculum core areas of knowledge in social studies, science,

and

the arts, civics, and mathematics. The format allows for a wide range of topics and allows topics to be

informational

blended, which is a serious asset. The integration of core curriculum areas is a traditional goal in education

objective of

and while On The Spot doesn't support the deeper integration that would be done in a classroom, the

the program

energetic blend is a great example of taking curriculum out of their separate boxes and making them a

and how it

uniform part of why knowledge can be important. On The Spot explains the answer to each question. The

meets the

pedagogical approach of testing first and explaining the answer second has been shown to enhance

definition of

retention and understanding. On The Spot challenges viewers to recall middle and high school knowledge

Core

about history, science, math, English, second languages, health, geography, art, music and technology and

Programming.

then teaches them to answer.

Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Preemption Programs #1
Questions

Response

Title of Program

On The Spot (ETVY/WTVY4.3)

List date and time rescheduled

Saturday 10/19/13 2:30p-3:00p

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

No

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted
Episode #

Saturday 10/19/13 12:30p-1:00p

Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Preemption Programs #2
Questions

Response

Title of Program

On The Spot (ETVY/WTVY4.3)

List date and time rescheduled

Sunday 10/7/13 10:30a-11:00a

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

No

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted
Episode #

Saturday 10/5/13 12:30p-1:00p

Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Core
Program (10 of
29)

Response

Program Title

Animal Science (ETVY/WTVY4.3)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Sunday 11:00a-11:30a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times aired

13

at regularly
scheduled time
Total times aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions for
other than
Breaking News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target
Child Audience

13 years to 16 years

Describe the

Animal Science is a brand new half-hour weekly E/I series with a uniquely scientific approach. This

educational and

series is specifically produced for children 16 and under (target audience is 13-16). While most animal

informational

shows look a the behavior of animals, we go one step further to look at the how and why an animal is

objective of the

able to excel in its environment. Shot in high-definition, Animal Science uses animation, graphics, and

program and

scientific analysis from animal experts to give viewers more understanding than ever before of these

how it meets the

amazing creatures. Our enthusiastic host's modern vocal style will be engaging to the target audience.

definition of

This program will attract all age demographics.

Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee identify
the program by
displaying
throughout the
program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core
Program (11 of 29)

Response

Program Title

Elizabeth Straton's Great Big World (ETVY/WTVY4.3)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Sunday, 11:30a-12:00p

Program Regularly
Scheduled
Total times aired at

13

regularly scheduled
time
Total times aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions for
other than
Breaking News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

13 years to 16 years

Audience
Describe the

(1)Friendship is a central theme to all episodes. (2) Each episode educates and informs the audience

educational and

with lessons in geography, the initial and ongoing development of culture, volunteer opportunities,

informational

social dynamics, action and adventure, arts and entertainment, national customs, local transportation

objective of the

and trivia. (3)The series highlights the need for volunteering and helping behavior, not only in

program and how it

geographic areas of near proximity, but also around the world. (4)Each episode presents social

meets the definition

responsibility and selfless behavior in a positive and encouraging manner.

of Core
Programming.

Does the Licensee

Yes

identify the
program by
displaying
throughout the
program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core
Program (12 of 29)

Response

Program Title

Live Life and Win (ETVY/WTVY4.3)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Sunday 12:00p-12:30p

Program Regularly
Scheduled
Total times aired

13

at regularly
scheduled time
Total times aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions for
other than
Breaking News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child Audience
Describe the

Live Life & Win series features inspirational segments and teen success stories of character and

educational and

personal determination in the arts, school, sports, and community. Considers topics such as social

informational

responsibility and justice, perseverance, leadership, academic achievement, volunteerism, and life

objective of the

skills such as the importance of exercise and nutrition. Goals of the series are to (1)encourage 13-16

program and how

year old's to explore, discover, and learn strategies to achieve personal dreams. (2)Learn about the

it meets the

personal attributes important for achieving dreams. (3)Explore volunteerism as an opportunity.

definition of Core
Programming.
Does the Licensee

Yes

identify the
program by
displaying
throughout the
program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core Program (13 of
29)

Response

Program Title

Made In Hollywood Teen Edition (ETVY/WTVY4/3)

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Sunday 12:30p-1:00p

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly

13

scheduled time
Total times aired

12

Number of Preemptions

0

Number of Preemptions for
other than Breaking News
Number of Preemptions

0

Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience

13 years to 16 years

Describe the educational and

Made in Hollywood: Teen Edition provides for adolescent boys and girls in the 13 to 16

informational objective of the

year old age-group an opportunity to explore and learn about the technical, artistic,

program and how it meets the

creative, business and administrative careers that are a part of the motion picture,

definition of Core

television, music video, and attributes, techniques, and strategies needed to enter these

Programming.

fields.

Does the Licensee identify

Yes

the program by displaying
throughout the program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core Program (14
of 29)

Response

Program Title

The New Adventures of Chuck and Friends (ETVY/WTVY4.3)

Origination

Syndicated

Days/Times Program

Saturday 7:00a-7:30a

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at

13

regularly scheduled time
Total times aired
Number of Preemptions

0

Number of Preemptions
for other than Breaking
News
Number of Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

5 years to 10 years

Audience
Describe the educational

The New Adventures of Chuck and Friends is an action comedy to inspire children, especially 4-

and informational

7 year old boys to approach playtime as an exciting limitless compassionately and wtih a sense

objective of the program

of humor. Chuck's storylines and characters aim to spark young children's imaginations and

and how it meets the

encourage them to think of fun ways of turning their daydreams tinto action packed adventures

definition of Core

and games wtih their real life friends.

Programming.

Does the Licensee

Yes

identify the program by
displaying throughout the
program the symbol E/I?

Digital Core
Program (15
of 29)

Response

Program Title

Edgemont (GTVY/WTVY4.2)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 9:30a-10:00a; Sunday 9:30a-10:00a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times
aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

Edgemont series is designed to entertain its youth and audience and also to inform and educate these

educational

viewers about issues that arise in school and at home. Storylines focus on the social and emotional

and

challenges that every secondary school student faces, from forming and maintaining friendships and

informational

romantic attachments, to ethical and moral choices and family relationships. The programs illustrate the

objective of

possible consequences of choices that these viewers may face, and these outcomes provide "life lessons"

the program

that are shown plainly to the teen audience. Edgemont further benefits its viewers by opening dialogue with

and how it

peers and potentially also parents and educators regarding the topics portrayed in the series. Edgemont

meets the

also touches on significant societal issues and can complement classrooom discussions on these topics.

definition of

These issues range from considerations of diversity, racism and sexual identity to divorce, teen pregnancy,

Core

bullying and alcohol and substance abuse.

Programming.

Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Core
Program (16 of
29)

Response

Program Title

Greenscreen Adventures (GTVY/WTVY4.2)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 7:00a-7:30a; 7:30a-8:00a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times aired

26

at regularly
scheduled time
Total times aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions for
other than
Breaking News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

7 years to 13 years

Child Audience
Describe the

Greenscreen Adventures educational goals are to encourage children ages 7-13 to be enthusiastic

educational and

about writing and reading. To help students build a foundation for writing, critcal thinking, and problem

informational

solving. To promote character development as the diverse cast demonstrates cooperation and mutual

objective of the

respect. To provide educators with innovative and entertaining ways to teach their students. Green

program and

Screen's company of performers and writers reinforces critical writing skills and emphasizes positive

how it meets the

social messages. In addition to academic skills, GSA focuses on the five C's: Creativity, Curiosity,

definition of Core

Confidence, Citizenship, Compassion.

Programming.
Does the
Licensee identify
the program by
displaying
throughout the
program the
symbol E/I?

Yes

Digital Core
Program (17
of 29)

Response

Program Title

Mad About (GTVY/WTVY4.2)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Sunday 9:00a-9:30a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

1

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times
aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

Mad About provides CORE programming in the area of Financial Literacy, Nutrition, Earth Science,

educational

Ecology, Health, Life Skills and Fitness that tie to the state and national education standards. Mad About

and

explores being "green" and understanding how our actions impact the world. The Mad About team find out

informational

about healthy snacks and proper exercise through sketch comedy segments. Music videos teach financial

objective of

literacy and the inmportance of family budgeting. Animation reinforces concepts of cyber bully prevention.

the program

Mad About uses the technique of sketch comedy, music videos, animation and kid on the street interviews

and how it

to teach, entertain and inspire teens to make quality life decisions. The diverse and dynamic cast of young

meets the

people who make up the Mad About cast combine their natural curiosity with their enthusiasm to inform

definition of

teens and their families about society's most important issues and life skills.

Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Core
Program (18
of 29)

Response

Program Title

The Chica Show (WRGX/WTVY4.4)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 8:00a-8:30a;

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

11

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times

13

aired
Number of

2

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of

1

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

2 years to 5 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

Chica is a 5 year old chick who spends her days with her parents in their costume shop, the Coop. The

educational

shop's one employee, Kelly doubles as Chica's Nanny and the ensemble is rounded out with Bunji, a large

and

floppy eared rabbit and Stitches, a straw mannequin that sits in the window. In each episode Chica

informational

deevelops or encounters a problem that she cannot immediately resolve. Usually her issues involve impulse

objective of

control, distractibility, judgment, and inter-personal behaviors. She and Kelly usually work on the problem

the program

through an adventure; a fantasy transformation to animation, where Bunji and Stitches come alive and join

and how it

Chica and Kelly for the problem solving process. The CORE Educational content is primarily socioemotional

meets the

development, and Chica learns how to express herself properly, think before she acts, and interact with

definition of

others effectively. She often learns that it takes hard work and practice to become proficient at different

Core

skills.

Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Preemption Programs #1
Questions

Response

Title of Program

The Chica Show (WRGX/WTVY4.4)

List date and time rescheduled

Saturday, 10/5/13 6:00p-6:30p

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

No

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted
Episode #

Saturday, 10/5/13 8:00a-8:30a

Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Preemption Programs #2
Questions

Response

Title of Program

The Chica Show (WRGX/WTVY4.4)

List date and time rescheduled

Saturday 11/9/13 6:00p-6:30p

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

No

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted
Episode #

Saturday 11/9/13 8;00a-8:30a

Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Core
Program (19
of 29)

Response

Program Title

Pajanimals (WRGX/WTVY4.4)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 8:30a-9:00a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

12

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times

13

aired
Number of

1

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of

1

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of
Program

30 mins

Age of

2 years to 5 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

The Pajanimals are a group of 4 preschool aged puppets who live together in a house with their off-screen

educational

mother and father. They reside primarily in their bedroom, a dormitory of sorts, where they complete their

and

nighttime routine of brushing teeth and conversing quietly before falling to sleep. The quiet time, alsways

informational

turns into a discussion that results in a dream-like adventure to solve a problem, such as overcoming

objective of

shuness, making a new friend, or dealing wtih a bully. The adventure takes place in several nighttime dream

the program

locales where special friends help them work through the social/emotional problem of the day. Specific

and how it

approaches to managing the problem are demonstrated and practiced throughout the adenture. The

meets the

children return home in time to get ample rest, confident about facing their issues when they awaken the

definition of

following day.

Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Preemption Programs #1
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Pajanimals (WRGX/WTVY4.4)

List date and time rescheduled

Saturday, 11/9/13 8:00a-8:30a

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

No

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted
Episode #

Saturday,11/9/13 8:30a-9:00a

Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Core
Program (20
of 29)

Response

Program Title

Justin Time (WRGX/WTVY4.4)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 9:00a-9:30a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

11

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times
aired

13

Number of

2

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of

1

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

2 years to 5 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

Justin Time features a little boy, Justin, who wants very much to master his destiny, have great adventures,

educational

and solve problems. He begins with a problem that vexes him and daydreams his way into an adventure

and

that takes him to different places around the world, providing him with an experience to help solve his

informational

problem when he returns home. Justin is accompanied by two imaginary friends throughout his adventures;

objective of

Olive, a knowledgeable playmate, and Squidgy, the morphing flying sponge, who provides commentary and

the program

comedy along the way. Some examples of Justin's lessons involve learning that it takes focus to achieve

and how it

success, our failures can teach what we need to do to succeed next time, or when one path to solve a

meets the

problem doesn't work, you can find an alternative way to achieve your goal. Justin promotes self-directed

definition of

learning from the young child's perspective and imagination.

Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Preemption Programs #1
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Justin Time (WRGX/WTVY4.4)

List date and time rescheduled

SAturday 11/9/13 9;00a-9:30a

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

No

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted
Episode #

Saturday 11/9/13 8;30a-9:00a

Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Preemption Programs #2
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Justin Time (WRGX/WTVY4.4)

List date and time rescheduled

Saturday Sunday 10/6/13 7:00a-7:30a

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

No

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted
Episode #

Saturday 10/5/13 9:00a-9:30a

Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Core
Program (21
of 29)

Response

Program Title

Lazytown (WRGX/WTVY4.4)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 10:00a-10:30a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

11

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times

13

aired
Number of

2

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of

1

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

2 years to 5 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

Lazy Town encourages fitness and healthful habits for preschool children. In the imaginary setting of Lazy

educational

Town, characters' eating and fitness habits are linked to problem solving in their world. The lead character is

and

Stephanie, a young girl who guides the audience through the story as she and her friends ("human"

informational

puppets) and her Uncle (Mayor Milford Meanswell) navigate life within Lazy Town. Robbie Rotten, the

objective of

underground spy and influencer who personifies the ethos of Lazy Town, is determined to ruin the health

the program

and fitness practices of Stephanie and her friends. When the kids have difficulty with Robbie Rotten,

and how it

Sportacus, a gymnast/athlete prepared to answer any call for help, comes to the rescue from his home in a

meets the

zeppelin-like aircraft that hovers over earth. The underlying themes of Lazy Town stress the importance of

definition of

eating "sports candy" (aka fruits and vegetables), always obtaining sufficient sleep, and going outside to

Core

engage in a wide range of physical activities including playing games, competing athletically, and even

Programming.

building forts and play structures.

Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Preemption Programs #1
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Lazytown (WRGX/WTVY4.4)

List date and time rescheduled

Sunday 10/6/13 5:00p-5:30p

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

No

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted
Episode #

Saturday 10/5/13 10:00a-10:30a

Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Preemption Programs #2
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Lazytown (WRGX/WTVY4.4)

List date and time rescheduled

Saturday 11/9/13 9;30a-10:00a

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

No

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted
Episode #

Saturday 11/9/13 10:00a-10:30a

Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Core
Program (22 of
29)

Response

Program Title

Make Way for Noody

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 10:30a-11:00a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

10

aired at
regularly
scheduled time
Total times
aired

13

Number of

3

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking News
Number of

3

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

2 years to 5 years

Child Audience
Describe the

Make Way for Noddy is based on a recurring character in the Enid Blyton book series for very young

educational

readers. Noddy, a boy doll, lives in a little cottage in the village of Toyland. He tools around in his sporty

and

convertible, delivers the mail, and is a friend to all. Because he is very kind to others, he invariably is

informational

asked to help solve problems. But because he doesn't know everything, he also has a lot to learn. In each

objective of the

episode Noddy actively finds a way manage a project, soothe hurt feelings, settle arguments, or learn how

program and

to do something new by following directions. The examples in each episode are age appropriate

how it meets

challenges for children in the target audience and model clear and concrete solutions to problems.

the definition of
Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout the
program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Preemption Programs #1
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Make Way for Noody

List date and time rescheduled

Sunday 12/8/13 7;30a-8:00a

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

No

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted
Episode #

Saturday 12/7/13 10:30a-11:00a

Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Preemption Programs #2
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Make Way for Noody

List date and time rescheduled

Sunday 10/5/13 10;00a-10:30a

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

No

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted
Episode #

Saturday 10/5/13 10;30a-11:00a

Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Preemption Programs #3
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Make Way for Noody

List date and time rescheduled

Saturday 11/9/1 9:30a-10:00a

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

No

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted
Episode #

Saturday 11/9/13 10:30a-11:00a

Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Core
Program (23
of 29)

Response

Program Title

Tree Fu Tom (WRGX/WTVY4.4)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 9:00a-9:30a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

11

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times

13

aired
Number of

2

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of

1

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of
Target Child
Audience

2 years to 5 years

Describe the

Tree Fu Tom, is a live action/animated series about a little boy who lives in a rural area and has a rich

educational

fantasy life in the woods behind his home. Tom uses specific movements to summon up magic powers that

and

permit him to morph into an animated hero and fly around in Treetopolis, the fantasy version of his woods.

informational

While in Treetopolis, Tom and his friends, Ariella, Twigs, Squirmturn and Zigzoo will invariably run into a

objective of

problem or disaster that needs fixing. Tom calls upon the audience to practice original dance moves that will

the program

bring him "Big World" magic so he and his friends can resolve their challenge of the day. Educational

and how it

messages reinforce positive socio-emotional content, with examples that model: being loyal to good friends,

meets the

knowing how to ask for help, doing the right thing instead of what is convenient, making the effort to share

definition of

rather than being selfish, or relying on teamwork in order to accomplish a goal.

Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Preemption Programs #1
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Tree Fu Tom (WRGX/WTVY4.4)

List date and time rescheduled

Saturday 11/9/13 9:30a-10:00a

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

No

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted
Episode #

Saturday 11/9/13 8:30a-9:00a

Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Preemption Programs #2
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Tree Fu Tom (WRGX/WTVY4.4)

List date and time rescheduled

Sunday 5:00p-5:30p

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

No

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted
Episode #

Saturday 10/5/13 8:30a-9:00a

Reason for Preemption

Sports

Digital Core
Program (24
of 29)

Response

Program Title

Travel Thru History (GTVY/WTVY4.2)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 8:00a-8:30a; 9:00a-9:30a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Total times
aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking
News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
Describe the

With its travelougue format, compelling backstories and upbeat young narrator, the Travel Thru History

educational

series entices young adults to learn more about American history. The various episodes focus on American

and

cities and vacation destinations that have more than natural beauty and theme parks to offer. The series

informational

uses beautiful photography and brief well-edited interviews wtih curators and other onsite autorites, as well

objective of

as graphics, vintage photos, and film footage, to set a pace that will keep a busy young mind engaged.

the program

Viewers will be taken on an educational "field trip" to areas throughout the United States. It is desinged to

and how it

spark interest and enthusiam, for the rich history that surrounds the United States. It will take them to places

meets the

they may never have thought to go, or might not have know even existed.

definition of
Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout
the program
the symbol E
/I?

Digital Core Program (25
of 29)

Response

Program Title

Mystery Hunters (GTVY/WTVY4.2)

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Saturday 8:30a-9:00a

Regularly Scheduled

Total times aired at

213

regularly scheduled time
Total times aired
Number of Preemptions

0

Number of Preemptions for
other than Breaking News
Number of Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

13 years to 16 years

Audience
Describe the educational

Mystery Hunters is an example of a children's oprogram that is innovative and empowering.

and informational objective

Through critical observation, analytical thinking, and scientifif testing, the series encourages

of the program and how it

children to question the world around them. Through both the travel aspect and investigation

meets the definition of

of ancient myths and mysteries, there is a profound focus on history, culture, geography, and

Core Programming.

international customs.

Does the Licensee identify

Yes

the program by displaying
throughout the program
the symbol E/I?

Digital Core
Program (26 of
29)

Response

Program Title

Safari (GTVY/WTVY4.2)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 9:00a-9:30a; Sunday 9:00a-9:30a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

25

aired at
regularly
scheduled time
Total times
aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions
for other than
Breaking News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target
Child Audience

13 years to 16 years

Describe the

Safari provides core programming in the areas of global ecology, wildlife biology and species

educational

conservation and preservation. Emmy award-winning host and wildlife expert John Ross travels to the

and

farthest reaches of the world to bring the viewers face to face with some of the planet's most interesting

informational

animals. Safari offers a dynamic television experience for teens - with the exciting experience of exploring

objective of the

the fascinating world of wildlife and at the same time discovering what needs to be done to protect the

program and

animals and their habitat so that they can live on in the wild. Various age-appropriate global wildlife and

how it meets

ecology issues are introduced to the viewing audience with in-depth and thoughtful explanations.

the definition of
Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee
identify the
program by
displaying
throughout the
program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core Program
(27 of 29)

Response

Program Title

Lucky Dog (WTVY)

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Saturday 9:00a-9:30a; Sundays 10:00a-10:30a

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at

13

regularly scheduled time
Total times aired
Number of Preemptions

0

Number of Preemptions
for other than Breaking
News
Number of Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

13 years to 16 years

Audience
Describe the

Animal trainer Brandon McMillan is swooping into animal shelters across the U.S., rescuing hard-

educational and

to-love, out-of control, untrained and unadoptable dogs. Then, back at Brandon's training facility

informational objective

known as the Lucky Dog Ranch, he goes to work on the seemingly impossible task of turning the

of the program and how

frightened pooches into perfect pets. In the end, a lucky family will adopt an even luckier dog,

it meets the definition of

making each episode an adoption story that truly warms the heart.

Core Programming.
Does the Licensee

Yes

identify the program by
displaying throughout
the program the symbol
E/I?

Digital Core
Program (28 of
29)

Response

Program Title

Dr. Chris Pet Vet (WTVY)

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 9:30a-10:00a; Sunday 10:30a-11:00a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times aired

13

at regularly
scheduled time
Total times aired
Number of

0

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions for
other than
Breaking News
Number of
Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child Audience
Describe the

Chronicling the adventures of Dr. Chris Brown, DR. CHRIS PET VET allows viewers a unique insight

educational and

into the life of one of the world's busiest vets and the animals he devotes his days to caring and

informational

treating. For those animals that require specialist services, Dr. Chris calls on his good friend and

objective of the

colleague Dr. Lisa Chimes, who works at a small animal specialist hospital. Each episode delivers not

program and how

only a carefully crafted mix of human and animal interest stories, but also features a variety of animals

it meets the

that undergo elective procedures as part of long-term treatments involving the most intricate and

definition of Core

technologically advanced surgery.

Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee identify
the program by
displaying
throughout the
program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Core
Program (29 of
29)

Response

Program Title

Game Changers With Kevin Frazier

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 10;30a-11:00a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times aired
at regularly
scheduled time

12

Total times aired

13

Number of

1

Preemptions
Number of
Preemptions for
other than
Breaking News
Number of

1

Preemptions
Rescheduled
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child Audience
Describe the

Celebrating athletes and fans who reach out in their communities to make life better for so many,

educational and

GAME CHANGERS hosted by "omg!Insider's" kevin Frazier, highlights professional athletes who use

informational

their public image to make postitive changes in the lives of fans in need. young reporters go out in the

objective of the

filed to file thier stories and bring back hounalistic gold to the GAME CHANGERS studios to culminate

program and how

in heartfelt reflection and insight from the host. Whether on or off the filed, GAME CHANGERS takes

it meets the

an inspirational look at thow sports postitively impacts aindividuals and the communioties they serve.

definition of Core
Programming.
Does the

Yes

Licensee identify
the program by
displaying
throughout the
program the
symbol E/I?

Digital Preemption Programs #1
Questions

Response

Title of Program

Game Changers With Kevin Frazier

List date and time rescheduled

Saturday 11/9/13 9;00a-9:30a

Is the rescheduled date the second home?

No

Were promotional efforts made to notify the public of rescheduled date and time?

Yes

Date Preempted
Episode #

Saturday 11/9/13 10:00a-10:30a

Reason for Preemption

Public Interest

Non-Core
Educational and
Informational
Programming (0)

Sponsored Core
Programming (0)

Liaison Contact

Question

Response

Does the Licensee publicize the existence and location of the station's Children's Television Programming

Yes

Reports (FCC 398) as required by 47 C.F.R. Section 73.3526(e)(11)(iii)?
Name of children's programming liaison

Julia
Gassett

Address

285 North
Foster
Street

City

Dothan

State

AL

Zip

36303

Telephone Number

334-7923195

Email Address

julia@wtvy.
com

Include any other comments or information you want the Commission to consider in evaluating your
compliance with the Children's Television Act (or use this space for supplemental explanations). This may
include information on any other noncore educational and informational programming that you aired this
quarter or plan to air during the next quarter, or any existing or proposed non-broadcast efforts that will
enhance the educational and informational value of such programming to children. See 47 C.F.R. Section
73.671, NOTES 2 and 3.

Other Matters (25)

Other
Matters (1 of
25)

Response

Program Title

Laura McKenzie's Traveler

Origination

Syndicated

Days/Times

Saturday 8:30a-9:00a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

Laura McKenzie's Traveler would be an invaluable addition to the core programming element of any

educational

broadcast network. This in-depth high definition travel show offers entertaining, safe, educational and

and

information programming appropriate for general audiences of all ages, including children under the age of

informational

16. Laura McKenzie's Traveler provides an educational journey to significant destinations around the world.

objective of

Children are being engaged and inspired as they see the value in exploring rich new cultures and heritages.

the program

This is a television program that educates and inspires with several educational components built into the

and how it

fabric of the program that would qualify it as an effective and an engaging teaching aid for use in the home,

meets the

classroom and or social context and environment, arts and entertainment, types of government, interviews

definition of

with political leaders, current modes of transportation, indigenous foods and drink, culinary options,

Core

architecture, currency, national customs, national languages, trivia and travel tips. Thus furthers the

Programming.

educational and informational needs of children between 13 and 16.

Other Matters (2 of 25)

Response

Program Title

Wild America

Origination

Syndicated

Days/Times Program Regularly

Saturday 8:00a-8:30a

Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly

13

scheduled time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience

13 years to 16 years

from
Describe the educational and

The key educational objective of the program is to familiarize children with the animals of

informational objective of the

the North American continent, their interaction with other animals and their environment.

program and how it meets the

Throughout the series emphasis will be placed on protecting endangered species and the

definition of Core Programming.

impact that humans have while interacting in their environment.

Other Matters (3 of 25)

Response

Program Title

Outdoorsman with Buck McNeely

Origination

Syndicated

Days/Times Program

Saturday 5:00p-5:30p; Sunday 5:00p-5:30p

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at

13

regularly scheduled time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

13 years to 16 years

Audience from
Describe the educational

This program is a family-oriented blend of international and domestic adventures combined

and informational

with important environmental and conservation issues. The Outdoorsman focuses on the role

objective of the program

that sportsmen play in overall game management programs. The program serves the

and how it meets the

educational needs of teens 13-16 years old by teaching them about ethics, respect for nature,

definition of Core

and promoting an active, outdoor lifestyle.

Programming.

Other Matters (4 of
25)

Response

Program Title

Chat Room

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Saturday 12:00p-12:30p

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at

13

regularly scheduled
time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

13 years to 16 years

Audience from
Describe the

Chat Room presents an opportunity for teenagers to listen to honest dialogue from relatable

educational and

teenagers. With so many difficult issues facing teens everyday, Chat Room is a great opportunity

informational

for teens to think ahead and be prepared for challenging ethical situations as they arise.

objective of the

Additionally, whether parents watch with or without their teens, this show allows parents to have a

program and how it

window into the sensitive issues teens face. ChatRoom is an excellent resource for increased

meets the definition

insight for teens and parents alike.

of Core Programming.

Other
Matters (5 of
25)

Response

Program Title

On The Spot

Origination

Syndicated

Days/Times

Saturday 12:30p-1:00p

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of
Program

30 mins

Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

On The Spot adopts a modified question and answer format familiar to broadcast network viewers, including

educational

the targeted age. The questions fall under curriculum core areas of knowledge in social studies, science, the

and

arts, civics, and mathematics. The format allows for a wide range of topics and allows topics to be blended,

informational

which is a serious asset. The integration of core curriculum areas is a traditional goal in education and while

objective of

On The Spot doesn't support the deeper integration that would be done in a classroom, the energetic blend

the program

is a great example of taking curriculum out of their separate boxes and making them a uniform part of why

and how it

knowledge can be important. On The Spot explains the answer to each question. The pedagogical approach

meets the

of testing first and explaining the answer second has been shown to enhance retention and understanding.

definition of

On The Spot challenges viewers to recall middle and high school knowledge about history, science, math,

Core

English, second languages, health, geography, art, music and technology and then teaches them to answer.

Programming.

Other Matters (6
of 25)

Response

Program Title

Animal Science

Origination

Syndicated

Days/Times

Sunday 11:00a-11:30a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times aired

13

at regularly
scheduled time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child Audience
from
Describe the

Animal Science is a brand new half-hour weekly E/I series with a uniquely scientific approach. This

educational and

series is specifically produced for children 16 and under (target audience is 13-16). While most animal

informational

shows look a the behavior of animals, we go one step further to look at the how and why an animal is

objective of the

able to excel in its environment. Shot in high-definition, Animal Science uses animation, graphics, and

program and

scientific analysis from animal experts to give viewers more understanding than ever before of these

how it meets the

amazing creatures. Our enthusiastic host's modern vocal style will be engaging to the target audience.

definition of

This program will attract all age demographics.

Core
Programming.

Other Matters (7 of
25)

Response

Program Title

Elizabeth Straton's Great Big World

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Sunday 11:30a-12:00p

Program Regularly
Scheduled
Total times aired at

13

regularly scheduled
time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

13 years to 16 years

Audience from
Describe the

(1)Friendship is a central theme to all episodes. (2) Each episode educates and informs the audience

educational and

with lessons in geography, the initial and ongoing development of culture, volunteer opportunities,

informational

social dynamics, action and adventure, arts and entertainment, national customs, local transportation

objective of the

and trivia. (3)The series highlights the need for volunteering and helping behavior, not only in

program and how it

geographic areas of near proximity, but also around the world. (4)Each episode presents social

meets the definition

responsibility and selfless behavior in a positive and encouraging manner.

of Core
Programming.

Other Matters (8
of 25)

Response

Program Title

Live Life and Win

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Sunday 12:00p-12:30p

Program Regularly
Scheduled
Total times aired

13

at regularly
scheduled time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child Audience
from
Describe the

Live Life & Win series features inspirational segments and teen success stories of character and

educational and

personal determination in the arts, school, sports, and community. Considers topics such as social

informational

responsibility and justice, perseverance, leadership, academic achievement, volunteerism, and life

objective of the

skills such as the importance of exercise and nutrition. Goals of the series are to (1)encourage 13-16

program and how

year old's to explore, discover, and learn strategies to achieve personal dreams. (2)Learn about the

it meets the

personal attributes important for achieving dreams. (3)Explore volunteerism as an opportunity.

definition of Core
Programming.

Other Matters (9 of 25)

Response

Program Title

Made In Hollywood Teen Edition

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Sunday 12:30p-1:00p

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly

13

scheduled time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience

13 years to 16 years

from
Describe the educational and

Made in Hollywood: Teen Edition provides for adolescent boys and girls in the 13 to 16

informational objective of the

year old age-group an opportunity to explore and learn about the technical, artistic,

program and how it meets the

creative, business and administrative careers that are a part of the motion picture,

definition of Core

television, music video, and attributes, techniques, and strategies needed to enter these

Programming.

fields.

Other Matters
(10 of 25)

Response

Program Title

Rescue Heroes

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Satureday 7:00a-7:30a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

3 years to 7 years

Child Audience
from
Describe the

Rescue Heroes is designed to serve the education and information needs of children ages 6-11. Each

educational

week the Rescue Heroes are called into action to mobilize themselves in any part of the globe to protect

and

the world from natural and man-made disasters. Each half hour is comprised of two 11 minutes episodes.

informational

Social and emotional character stories are embedded in the stories using action and humor to convey

objective of the

messages of keeping an open mind, asking for help, facing your fears, persistence pays off,

program and

preparedness, procedure, training and teamwork. At the end of each episode the Rescue Heroes

how it meets

reinforce various safety tips, and information relating to the educational message portrayed in the story.

the definition of
Core
Programming.

Other Matters
(11 of 25)

Response

Program Title

Green Screen Adventures

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Sunday 7:00a-7:30a; 7:30a-8:00a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times aired

26

at regularly
scheduled time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

7 years to 13 years

Child Audience
from
Describe the

Greenscreen Adventures educational goals are to encourage children ages 7-13 to be enthusiastic

educational and

about writing and reading. To help students build a foundation for writing, critcal thinking, and problem

informational

solving. To promote character development as the diverse cast demonstrates cooperation and mutual

objective of the

respect. To provide educators with innovative and entertaining ways to teach their students. Green

program and

Screen's company of performers and writers reinforces critical writing skills and emphasizes positive

how it meets the

social messages. In addition to academic skills, GSA focuses on the five C's: Creativity, Curiosity,

definition of Core

Confidence, Citizenship, Compassion.

Programming.

Other
Matters (12
of 25)

Response

Program Title

Edgemont

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Sunday 9:30a-10:00a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

Edgemont series is designed to entertain its youth and audience and also to inform and educate these

educational

viewers about issues that arise in school and at home. Storylines focus on the social and emotional

and

challenges that every secondary school student faces, from forming and maintaining friendships and

informational

romantic attachments, to ethical and moral choices and family relationships. The programs illustrate the

objective of

possible consequences of choices that these viewers may face, and these outcomes provide "life lessons"

the program

that are shown plainly to the teen audience. Edgemont further benefits its viewers by opening dialogue with

and how it

peers and potentially also parents and educators regarding the topics portrayed in the series. Edgemont

meets the

also touches on significant societal issues and can complement classrooom discussions on these topics.

definition of

These issues range from considerations of diversity, racism and sexual identity to divorce, teen pregnancy,

Core

bullying and alcohol and substance abuse.

Programming.

Other
Matters (13
of 25)

Response

Program Title

The Chica Show

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 8:00a-8:30a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of
Target Child
Audience
from

2 years to 5 years

Describe the

Chica is a 5 year old chick who spends her days with her parents in their costume shop, the Coop. The

educational

shop's one employee, Kelly doubles as Chica's Nanny and the ensemble is rounded out with Bunji, a large

and

floppy eared rabbit and Stitches, a straw mannequin that sits in the window. In each episode Chica

informational

deevelops or encounters a problem that she cannot immediately resolve. Usually her issues involve impulse

objective of

control, distractibility, judgment, and inter-personal behaviors. She and Kelly usually work on the problem

the program

through an adventure; a fantasy transformation to animation, where Bunji and Stitches come alive and join

and how it

Chica and Kelly for the problem solving process. The CORE Educational content is primarily socioemotional

meets the

development, and Chica learns how to express herself properly, think before she acts, and interact with

definition of

others effectively. She often learns that it takes hard work and practice to become proficient at different skills.

Core
Programming.

Other
Matters (14
of 25)

Response

Program Title

Pajanimals

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 8:30a-9:00a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

2 years to 5 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

The Pajanimals are a group of 4 preschool aged puppets who live together in a house with their off-screen

educational

mother and father. They reside primarily in their bedroom, a dormitory of sorts, where they complete their

and

nighttime routine of brushing teeth and conversing quietly before falling to sleep. The quiet time, alsways

informational

turns into a discussion that results in a dream-like adventure to solve a problem, such as overcoming

objective of

shuness, making a new friend, or dealing wtih a bully. The adventure takes place in several nighttime dream

the program

locales where special friends help them work through the social/emotional problem of the day. Specific

and how it

approaches to managing the problem are demonstrated and practiced throughout the adenture. The

meets the

children return home in time to get ample rest, confident about facing their issues when they awaken the

definition of

following day.

Core
Programming.

Other Matters
(15 of 25)

Response

Program Title

Justin Time

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 9:00a-9:30a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled

Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

2 years to 5 years

Child Audience
from
Describe the

The "founding members" of the Justice League, Superman, Batman, Wonder Woman, Flash, Martian

educational and

Manhunter, Green Lantern and Hawkgirl continue to defend the planet from every known threat. Along

informational

the way, they are aided by a large number of other superheroes from the DC Universe, including

objective of the

Aquaman, Black Canary, Captain Marvel, Supergirl and more. The League not only clash with their

program and

famous nemeses, from Brianiac, Lex Luthor, Mantis and many others, but the building tensions between

how it meets

the Justice League and a secret government agency known as Project Cadmus brings heightened

the definition of

conflict to a series where every child's favorite superheroes are called to action.

Core
Programming.

Other
Matters (16
of 25)

Response

Program Title

Lazytown

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 10:00a-10:30a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

2 years to 5 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

Lazy Town encourages fitness and healthful habits for preschool children. In the imaginary setting of Lazy

educational

Town, characters' eating and fitness habits are linked to problem solving in their world. The lead character is

and

Stephanie, a young girl who guides the audience through the story as she and her friends ("human"

informational

puppets) and her Uncle (Mayor Milford Meanswell) navigate life within Lazy Town. Robbie Rotten, the

objective of

underground spy and influencer who personifies the ethos of Lazy Town, is determined to ruin the health

the program

and fitness practices of Stephanie and her friends. When the kids have difficulty with Robbie Rotten,

and how it

Sportacus, a gymnast/athlete prepared to answer any call for help, comes to the rescue from his home in a

meets the

zeppelin-like aircraft that hovers over earth. The underlying themes of Lazy Town stress the importance of

definition of

eating "sports candy" (aka fruits and vegetables), always obtaining sufficient sleep, and going outside to

Core

engage in a wide range of physical activities including playing games, competing athletically, and even

Programming.

building forts and play structures.

Other Matters (17 of 25)

Response

Program Title

Lucky Dog

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Saturday 9:00a-9:30a

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at

13

regularly scheduled time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

13 years to 16 years

Audience from
Describe the

Animal trainer Brandon McMillan is swooping into animal shelters across the U.S., rescuing hard-

educational and

to-love, out-of control, untrained and unadoptable dogs. Then, back at Brandon's training facility

informational objective

known as the Lucky Dog Ranch, he goes to work on the seemingly impossible task of turning the

of the program and how

frightened pooches into perfect pets. In the end, a lucky family will adopt an even luckier dog,

it meets the definition of

making each episode an adoption story that truly warms the heart.

Core Programming.

Other Matters (18
of 25)

Response

Program Title

Dr. Chris Pet Vet

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 9:30a-10:00a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times aired

13

at regularly
scheduled time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child Audience
from
Describe the

Chronicling the adventures of Dr. Chris Brown, DR. CHRIS PET VET allows viewers a unique insight

educational and

into the life of one of the world's busiest vets and the animals he devotes his days to caring and treating.

informational

For those animals that require specialist services, Dr. Chris calls on his good friend and colleague Dr.

objective of the

Lisa Chimes, who works at a small animal specialist hospital. Each episode delivers not only a carefully

program and how

crafted mix of human and animal interest stories, but also features a variety of animals that undergo

it meets the

elective procedures as part of long-term treatments involving the most intricate and technologically

definition of Core

advanced surgery.

Programming.

Other Matters (19 of 25)

Response

Program Title

Recipe Rehab

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Saturday 10;00a-10;30a

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at

13

regularly scheduled time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

13 years to 16 years

Audience from

Describe the educational

Families submit their favorite high-calorie, family-style recipes, and two chefs face off in a head-

and informational

to-head competition to give the recipes a low-calorie twist. After making each rehabbed recipe

objective of the program

in their own kitchen, the family chooses their new favorite. This recipe makeover challenge

and how it meets the

promotes using healthy, wholesome ingredients and shows healthy food choices can have

definition of Core

positive effects on quality of life.

Programming.

Other
Matters (20
of 25)

Response

Program Title

Jamie Olivers 15 Minute Meals

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 10;30a-11:00a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled
time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of

13 years to 16 years

Target Child
Audience
from
Describe the

Best known for his Emmy-Award winning television program "Jamie Oliver's Food Revolution," Jamie Oliver

educational

is one of the world's favorite celebrity chefs who also aspires to teach the world to cook. Jamie's core belief

and

is that simply cooking for oneself using fresh ingredients is the easiest way to maintain a balanced diet, and

informational

to this aim, he has perfected a delicious collection of healthy recipes that can be prepared in no time. The

objective of

dishes Jamie cooks in his new show 15 MINUTE MEALS are fast, fun and most of all flavorful. In his

the program

signature and entertaining style, Jamie makes these meals for viewers in real time, offering hints, tricks and

and how it

lots of nutritional info along the way. JAMIE OLIVER'S 15 MINUTE MEALS will inspire cooks of all ages and

meets the

levels to try new things and get in the kitchen to create something magical.

definition of
Core
Programming.

Other Matters (21 of 25)

Response

Program Title

All In With Lalia Ali

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Sunday 10:00a-10:30a

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly

13

scheduled time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience

13 years to 16 years

from

Describe the educational and

ALL In, hosted by Laila Ali, scours the globe to track down the world's most compelling

informational objective of the

stories, profiling inspirational people, groundbreaking achievements and extraordinary

program and how it meets the

lifestyles. Whether through sports, culture, travel or adventure, ALL IN steps off the beaten

definition of Core

track into uncharted territory inspiring audiences to go all in on their dreams

Programming.

Other Matters (22
of 25)

Response

Program Title

Game Changers With Kevin Frazier

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Sunday 10:30a-11:00a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times aired

13

at regularly
scheduled time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target

13 years to 16 years

Child Audience
from
Describe the

Celebrating athletes and fans who reach out in their communities to make life better for so many,

educational and

GAME CHANGERS, hosted by "omg! Insider's" Kevin Frazier, highlights professional athletes who use

informational

their public image to make positive changes in the lives of fans in need. Young reporters go out in the

objective of the

field to file their stories and bring back journalistic gold to the GAME CHANGERS studios to culminate

program and how

in heartfelt reflection and insight from the host. Whether on or off the field, GAME CHANGERS takes

it meets the

an inspirational look at how sports positively impacts individuals and the communities they serve.

definition of Core
Programming.

Other Matters (23 of 25)

Response

Program Title

Make Way for Noddy

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program Regularly

Saturday 10:30a-11:00a

Scheduled
Total times aired at regularly

13

scheduled time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child Audience from

2 years to 5 years

Describe the educational and

Make Way for Noddy follows the adventures of Noddy, a little wooden boy with a

informational objective of the

nodding head and a jingly blue hat whose innocent enthusiasm leads him into all

program and how it meets the

sorts of tricky situations. Along with his toy friends in the colorful world of Toyland,

definition of Core Programming.

Noddy learns important life lessons

Other Matters
(24 of 25)

Response

Program Title

New Adventures of Chuck & Friends

Origination

Network

Days/Times

Saturday 7:00a-7;30a

Program
Regularly
Scheduled
Total times

13

aired at
regularly
scheduled time
Length of

30 mins

Program
Age of Target

4 years to 7 years

Child Audience
from
Describe the

This half hour is an action-comedy to inspire children to approach playtime as an exciting limitless

educational and

adventure in which everyone learns how to solve probems creatively, compassionately, and with a sense

informational

of humor. CHUCK's storylines and characters aim to spark young children's imaginations, and encourage

objective of the

them to think of fun ways of turning their daydreams into action-packed adventures and games with their

program and

real-life friends. Chuck and his friends will use problem-solving strategies such as teamwork thinking

how it meets the

creatively, taking responsibilities for their actions, perseverance when they encounter obstacles and to

definition of

ask for help when trying to handle a frustrating situation.

Core
Programming.

Other Matters (25 of 25)

Response

Program Title

Mystery Hunters

Origination

Network

Days/Times Program

Saturday 8:30a-9:00a

Regularly Scheduled
Total times aired at

13

regularly scheduled time
Length of Program

30 mins

Age of Target Child

13 years to 16 years

Audience from
Describe the educational

Mystery Hunters is an excellent example of children's program that is innovative and

and informational objective

empowering. through critical observation, analytical thinking, and scientific testing, the series

of the program and how it

encourages children to question the world around them. Through both the travel aspect and

meets the definition of

investigation of ancient myths, mysteries, there is a profound focus on history, culture,

Core Programming.

geography, and international customs.

Certification

Question

Response

The undersigned certifies that he or she is (a) the party filing the Children's Television Programming, or an
officer, director, member, partner, trustee, authorized employee, or other individual or duly elected or
appointed official who is authorized to sign on behalf of the party filing the Children's Television Programming;
or (b) an attorney qualified to practice before the Commission under 47 C.F.R. Section 1.23(a), who is
authorized to represent the party filing the Children's Television Programming, and who further certifies that he
or she has read the document; that to the best of his or her knowledge, information,and belief there is good
ground to support it; and that it is not interposed for delay.
FAILURE TO SIGN THIS APPLICATION MAY RESULT IN DISMISSAL OF THE APPLICATION AND
FORFEITURE OF ANY FEES PAID
Upon grant of this application, the Authorization Holder may be subject to certain construction or coverage
requirements. Failure to meet the construction or coverage requirements will result in automatic cancellation of
the Authorization. Consult appropriate FCC regulations to determine the construction or coverage
requirements that apply to the type of Authorization requested in this application.
WILLFUL FALSE STATEMENTS MADE ON THIS FORM OR ANY ATTACHMENTS ARE PUNISHABLE BY
FINE AND/OR IMPRISONMENT (U.S. Code, Title 18, §1001) AND/OR REVOCATION OF ANY STATION
AUTHORIZATION (U.S. Code, Title 47, §312(a)(1)), AND/OR FORFEITURE (U.S. Code, Title 47, §503).
I certify that this application includes all required and relevant attachments.
I declare, under penalty of perjury, that I am an authorized representative of the above-named applicant for the

Gray

Authorization(s) specified above.

Television
Licensee,
LLC

Attachments

No Attachments.

